We propose connectivity-preserving geometry images (CGIMs), which map a triangular mesh onto a rectangular regular array of an image, such that the reconstructed mesh produces no sampling errors, but merely round-off errors over the coordinates of vertices. Using permutation techniques on vertices, CGIMs first obtain a V-matrix whose elements are vertices of the original mesh, which intrinsically preserves the vertex-set and connectivity of the original mesh, and then generate a CGIM array by transforming the Cartesian coordinates of corresponding vertices of the Vmatrix into RGB values. Compared with traditional geometry images (GIMs), CGIMs achieve the minimum reconstruction error with a parametrization-free algorithm. We apply CGIMs to lossy compression of meshes. Experimental results show that while CGIMs produce a lower efficiency in both encoding and decoding time and larger resolutions than traditional GIMs, CGIMs perform better peak signal-to-noise ratios and preserve details better than GIMs especially with the multi-stage base color and index map scheme, because Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (CGIMs treat details and non-details of meshes evenly as all elements of the V-matrix.
Introduction
Geometry images (GIMs) are a completely regular remeshing method, which represents a three-dimensional mesh using an image-like structure, with the connectivity information encoded in the image space [1] . The main procedure of GIMs includes three steps: mesh parametrization, sampling and scaling. A three-dimensional mesh is first mapped onto a square or spherical parametric domain, and a threedimensional matrix is then obtained by sampling coordinates of points over the parametrized domain, and the matrix is finally transformed into an image array with a proper scaling. To rebuild the mesh, the vertices are obtained by transforming the RGB values of the image into Cartesian coordinates, and the edges are obtained by connecting all the pairwise vertices which are adjacent in the array.
The reconstruction error arising from GIMs includes two parts: the sampling error produced in the sampling step, depending on the parametrization methods, the sampling methods, GIM resolutions and interpolating functions, and the round-off error produced trivially in the scaling step, depending on the scaling between the coordinate values of vertices and RGB values of GIMs.
To effectively decrease reconstruction errors, a solution is to adopt a mesh parametrization minimizing the geometric stretch in GIMs, where the stretch metric is derived from a Taylor expansion of geometric errors. Although such a parametrization is directly derived from the reconstruction error, it is difficult to achieve the global minimizer of the metric because of the multivariate nonconvex optimization problem. An alternative is to first map the whole mesh piecewise onto several charts, each of which has small distortion and hence is effectively sampled, and then pack them together into a GIM. Such methods, referred to as multichart GIMs [2] [3] [4] [5] , not only solve the large distortion problem but also handle genus-nonzero meshes. However, multichart GIMs have low efficiency in packing irregular charts, as the graph cut has to be performed to fit both decreasing geometric stretch over a mesh and fewer cutting nodes and branches.
This paper proposes connectivity-preserving geometry images (CGIMs), which map a three-dimensional triangular mesh onto an image array which intrinsically preserves the vertex-set and the connectivity of the original mesh. The motivation comes from the observation that the connectivity of the mesh be preserved by allowing each vertex to appear repeatedly in an image array (the second column of Fig. 1 ). Such a structure of CGIMs treats every vertex evenly which preserves details of meshes well. Compared with traditional GIMs, CGIMs produce larger resolutions for representing meshes and spend more time for encoding CGIM arrays and reconstruction from compressed CGIM arrays. However, experimental results of lossy compression show that using the multi-stage base color and index map (MBCIM) scheme as image codec, CGIMs give promising results in both detail preservations and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) curves.
The paper is organized as follows. We introduce related work regarding GIMs in Sect. 2. We give an overview of CGIMs in Sect. 3. We show the main results of this paper in Sect. 4, where we give the main idea of all the phases of CGIMs, a CGIM property and a complete CGIM algorithm. We give other CGIM algorithms in Sect. 5, including CGIMs with smaller resolutions and mesh reconstruction from compressed CGIMs. We apply CGIMs to lossy compression of meshes in Sect. 6 using JPEG2000 and the MBCIM scheme. We conclude this paper in Sect. 7 with limitations of CGIMs and future work.
Related work
Single-chart GIMs The pioneering work of GIMs performs a graph cut over closed meshes, maps them onto a square domain by using a minimizing-geometric-stretch parametrization, and imposes a regular sampling for surface geometry [1] . Zhou et al. [6] present GIMs using adaptive sampling, and employs the JPEG2000 codec for mesh compression. Praun and Hoppe [7] use spherical parametrization to map a genus-zero surface onto a spherical domain. Gauthier and Poulin [8] propose another spherical GIM to treat arbitrary genus surfaces, with the holes explicitly represented using genus reduction. Meng et al. [9] integrate differential coordinates into traditional GIMs for geometric morphing.
Multi-chart GIMs
As mapping an entire surface to a single chart may produce large distortion, multi-chart GIMs are developed. Sander et al. [2] map the mesh piecewise onto several charts and pack them together into a GIM. Carr et al. [3] partition a mesh into quasi-rectangular clusters which map to rectangular charts in parameter space. Yao and Lee [4] decompose a mesh into square GIM charts with different resolutions, each of which is adaptively determined by a local reconstruction error. Feng et al. [5] generate triangular patches for input meshes using a curvilinear feature that preserves salient features and supports GPU-based LOD representation of meshes.
Applications of GIMs Research work on applications of
GIMs includes mesh compression [10] , smooth surface representation [11] , face recognition [12] , texture synthesis [13] , and facial expression modeling [14] . We do not list detailed work to focus in priority on our work.
An overview of CGIMs
The main idea of CGIMs is to arrange all the vertices of a mesh into a V-matrix (i.e., a matrix whose elements uniquely correspond to vertices of the mesh) by inserting them repeatedly, such that the vertex-set and the edge-set generated by the V-matrix are equal to the vertex-set and the connectivity of the original mesh, respectively. Then a CGIM array is obtained by transforming the Cartesian coordinates of all elements of the V-matrix to pixel values. To reconstruct a mesh from the CGIM array, we obtain the vertex-set by collecting elements with different encoding coordinates, and obtain the edge-set by collecting pairwise elements of the array with different encoding connectivity.
Accordingly, a CGIM algorithm contains three phases: isomatrix, isogim and reconstruct, where the first phase gives a V-matrix, the second one transforms the V-matrix into a CGIM array, and the last one reconstructs a mesh from the CGIM array. Among the three phases, isomatrix is key for CGIMs, whose algorithm is accordingly tricky and complicated. Before we detail its algorithm in the next section, we shall give a simple understanding of the main idea of isomatrix. The isomatrix phase includes the following three sub-phases. The first phase partitions the vertex-set of the mesh into several ordered subsets called levels, the second phase adds repeated elements within those levels so that each pair of neighboring levels preserves an associated edge-set, and the last phase adds repeated elements within the levels again to maintain them in an image-like structure. The rule for adding repeated elements is based on the edge-set induced by each pair of neighboring levels.
In the following introduction of three sub-phases, we define a level of length n to be an n-tuple [v 1 , . . . , v n ] whose elements are vertices of the mesh, and call each v i to be an element of the level.
Stratify
The Stratify phase gives a sequence of levels of the mesh (each level contains no repeated elements but different levels may share common elements and may have different lengths) such that the union of all elements of all the levels is equal to the vertex-set of the mesh. Obtaining such a level sequence is a fundamental work for the isomatrix phase, and has to satisfy several properties described in Lemma 1, Section A of the supplementary material. Basically such properties guarantee that each edge of the mesh be characterized either by pairwise neighboring elements of a level (such an edge is referred to as an intra-level edge), or by pairwise elements from two neighboring levels (such an edge is referred to as an inter-level edge). 1
Align2Levels
The Align2Levels phase transforms each level obtained in previous phase to two levels, one of which coincides with the former level and the other of which coincides with the latter level, by inserting repeated elements within each level. This work guarantees that the lengths of two neighboring levels be the same and the end-vertices of each inter-level edge appear in correct locations.
AlignAllLevels
Although the inter-level edges are preserved in pairwise levels and the intra-level edges are preserved in neighboring elements of each level, we cannot obtain a V-matrix preserving the vertex-set and the edgeset of the mesh unless all the levels obtained from previous phase have the same length. The AlignAllLevels phase accomplishes this work by adding repeated elements within each level such that the pairwise levels obtained from previous phase are exactly the same.
Details of CGIMs
This section gives details of all phases of CGIMs. We first introduce some definitions and notations. 1 The Stratify phase essentially divides all faces of the input mesh into several triangle strips [15] , i.e., series of connected triangles sharing vertices. To see this, we observe that the first example of Fig. 1 can be described using two strips: dgeh f i, adbec f , with dgeh f i corresponding to the face set generated by the first and second output levels, and adbec f corresponding to the face set generated by the second and third output levels (the red triangles of the last column). Similarly, the second example of Fig. 1 can be described using three strips: a f de f b, adceb, acb, with a f de f b corresponding to the face set generated by the first and second output levels, and adceb corresponding to the face set generated by the second and third output levels, and acb corresponding to the face set generated by the third and fourth output levels. While triangle strips propose an efficient storage of triangular meshes, such a method cannot generate an image-like array of vertices and hence no image codec can be imposed.
Let M be a triangular mesh in R 3 . We denote v ∼ w if the vertices v, w are adjacent in M, otherwise we denote v ∼ w; we denote v = w if the vertices v, w are the same vertex in M, otherwise we denote v = w. We denote V , E, V B to be the vertex-set, the edge-set, the collection of all boundary vertices of M, respectively, and denote N(v) to be the collection of all the vertices adjacent to v in M.
A V-matrix with respect to M is defined to be a twodimensional array whose elements are vertices of M; a level of M is defined to be an n-tuple [v 1 , . . . , v n ] whose elements are vertices of M, where n is called the length of the level. We denote L( j) to be the j-th element of a level L, and we call j to be the index of v in L if v = L( j), 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We denote L(end) to be the last element of L, and denote L( j 1 :
otherwise, we denote L( j 1 : j 2 ) := ∅. We denote |A| to be the number of all elements of a set A or the length of a level A, and denote |L| v to be the number of all v's of a level L. We adopt the convention that when we perform set operations (e.g., ∈, ∩, ∪, \) on a level L, then L represents the collection of all different elements of the level L. Let v, v be vertices and let L, L be levels. Then v is called an
Let L 1 , L 2 be two levels of M with the same length. The edge-set induced by L 1 , L 2 , denoted by ed ge(L 1 ; L 2 ), is defined to be the collection of pairwise vertices obtained by connecting each pair of distinct neighboring elements (the horizontal, vertical and slash directions) of L 1 , L 2 , i.e.,
ed ge(L
each element of which has distinct end-vertices, with the index j taking all available values. Let L j , j = 1, . . . , n be a level sequence of the mesh, n ≥ 3. The concatenate operator · which maps the level sequence to a novel level is deductively defined by
The following definitions are given for partitioning the vertex-set into several levels of the mesh; such partition is non-trivial as we can see the difference from two examples of Fig. 1 (in the first example the vertices are "well organized" so that the partitioned levels share no common vertices; however, in the second example, the partitioned levels share some vertices to preserve the connectivity of the mesh). The irregular pair in the following definition is an important tool to check whether the vertices are "well organized". 
where the first (the last, respectively) relationship is valid when the subscript of q arrives to 0 (n+1, respectively).
where {q i−1 , q i+1 } degenerates into {q 1 } ({q n }, respectively) when one of the subscripts of q in {q i−1 , q i+1 } is 0 (n + 1, respectively). The vertices q i , q j are called the end-vertices of the irregular pair (i, j). We show an example of proper sublevels in Fig. 2 . Now we give an intuitive explanation to help readers understand the above definitions. The proper sublevel is used for determining the level sequence in the Stratify phase. Suppose that L j , j = 1, . . . , i −1 are given. We shall choose the elements from the adjacent elements of L i−1 . If the adjacent elements of L i−1 are "well organized" (i.e., they can be arranged to be adjacent one by one, such as the first example of Fig. 3 ), then L i is simply chosen to be all these elements. However, there exist cases in which all these elements are not "well organized" . See the second example of Fig. 3 : whatever [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] be a level which is also a component of itself. Then (2, 4) , (2, 5) , (6, 8) , (6, 10) , (8, 10) are irregular pairs of Q, and [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9] , [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9] are both proper sublevels of Q, but [1, 2, 3, 4] , [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] are not proper sublevels of Q because (2, 4) is an irregular pair and because the vertex 8/10 is an end-vertex of an irregular pair satisfying Eq. (1), respectively combination you choose (e.g., G F H I J L K or others), the vertices G, J, L have no adjacent elements in the forthcoming level as they are isolated by edges within L i−1 and L i . To guarantee that no incorrect connectivity be produced in such a case, we can only choose a subset of all these elements together with some elements from L i−1 to form L i . As we notice that such "isolated" vertices appear only when irregular pairs exist (e.g., (1, 3) , (5, 7), (5, 8) are irregular pairs of the candidate level [FG F H I J K ]), we must choose the subset containing no irregular pairs, which make the proper sublevels a good option.
be two levels of a mesh, m, n ∈ N. The function (L 1 , L 2 ) = align1(L 1 , L 2 ) returns the following pairwise levels
, · · · , w n , . . . , w n
A rough procedure for the isomatrix phase for open genuszero triangular meshes is described in Fig. 4 , where the stratify phase recursively determines the level L i using L i−1 and its neighboring elements, until all vertices are traversed. Before going to the detailed algorithm of Sect , we choose L i to be the union of a few vertices of F, G, H, I, J, K together with some vertices of L i−1 . We briefly outline the three subphases: stratify, Align2Levels, AlignAllLevels as follows, and give the detailed algorithm in the next section.
Stratify
The purpose of this phase is to obtain a level sequence L i , i = 1, . . . , r 1 . We first parametrize an open genus-zero mesh M onto the planar domain [0, 1] × [0, 1] using Tutte's parametrization [16] , and choose all the vertices whose ordinate is one to be the initial level L 1 . For i = 2, 3, . . ., we recursively determine the level L i in two steps: (1) obtain a candidate level Q by ordering each 
Align2Levels
The purpose of this phase is to obtain a level sequence
i+1 |, and all the edge-sets induced by L + i , L − i+1 are equal to the edge-set of M. We do it in this way: for each distinct
we check the number of its neighbors in L i+1 , and add v in L i repeatedly to maintain the connectivity, then we repeat the same step by
AlignAllLevels So far, we obtain a level sequence
The purpose of this phase is to obtain another level sequence L * i , i = 1, . . . , r 1 such that all the levels L * i have the same length, and the edge-set induced by L + i , L − i+1 equals to the edge-set induced by L * i , L * i+1 . We do it in this way: first for i = 2, . . . , r 1 − 1, we add repeated elements in
. . , m, and we simultaneously add repeated elements in L − i+1 to maintain the same length of 
CGIM properties
Let V M be a V-matrix with respect to a mesh M with m rows and n columns. We denote V M (i, j) to be the element in the i-th row, j-th column of V M , and denote V row i to be the level consisting of the i-th row of V M , i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n. Then V M is said to be connectivity-preserving
We can check that the V-matrix in the second column of both examples of Fig. 1 is connectivity-preserving to the original mesh, respectively. The following property shows estimates of reconstruction errors of CGIMs.
Property Let V M be a V-matrix with respect to M and let M be the reconstructed mesh generated from V M using a b-bit CGIM. Suppose that V M is connectivity-preserving to M. Then the max Hausdorff distance and the root mean Input: an open genus-zero triangular mesh M. Output: the row resolution r 1 , the column resolution r 2 , a level sequence L * i , i = 1, . . . , r 1 and a V-matrix V M . (1) Parametrize M onto the planar domain [0, 1] × [0, 1] using Tutte's parametrization [16] . (2) Set i ← 2, and choose the initial level L 1 to be all vertices whose ordinate is one over the parametrized domain, such that
and a 1 a 2 a 3 ∈ [0, 2π) denotes the angle from a planar vector − − → a 2 a 1 to another planar vector − − → a 2 a 3 in counterclockwise direction. 
Determine the level L i :
(12) Determine the levels L + i−1 , L − i : (14) If ∪ i j=1 L j = V holds, then set r 1 ← i and goto Step (15) ; otherwise, i + +, and goto Step (3).
Remark 1 Such a CGIM algorithm is parametrization-free. This is because the following inequality
holds for any two distinct adjacent vertices q, q of Q j , j = 1, . . . , |L i−1 |, and such an inequality depends not on the parametrization but on the connectivity of M. Algorithm 1: the align2 function input : three levels L 1 , L 2 , L 3 output: two levels L 2 , L 3 1 denote v i , i = 1, . . . , t to be all different elements of L 1 in turn, where t is the number of different elements in L 1 ; 2 for i = 1, 2, . . . , t do
compute the smallest index a 1 and the largest index a 2 of v i in L 2 , respectively; 6 denote w 1 , . . . , w k to be all different elements of L 3 (a 1 : a 2 ) in turn; 3 The reason we do Step (13) is that if Q(1) ∼ L i−1 (1), Q(1) ∈ V B , then Q(1) is capable of being the first element of L i and hence the level
is unnecessary for being a sublevel of L i , L + i−1 , L − i ; the reason is similar for Q(end).
A guide of the isomatrix phase
We repeat the isomatrix phase [Steps (1)-(18)] using the second example of Fig. 3 Step (4) concatenates the above levels together and removes the repeated elements that are located in adjacent positions, which give a candidate level
Q = [FG F H I J K ]
Step (5) computes all the components of Q, which are Q itself merely, denoted by Q c 1 .
Step (6) Steps (9), (10) determine L 2 by first combining each component Q c j , j = 1, 2 with L 1 using the first adjacent element of Q c j (1) in L 1 and last adjacent element of Q c j (end) in L 1 , and then concatenating them together, which gives
where A, C are the first and the last adjacent elements of [G], and D, E are the first and the last adjacent elements of [J ]. Steps (11)-(13) constitute the Align2Levels phase, which first gives
and then yields
Step (14) Step (14) repeats the above procedure for i = 4, finds no irregular pairs and hence obtain
So far all the vertices are traversed, then we set r 1 = 4 and go to
Step (15) and set r 2 = 7. In Step (17), because L + 2 contains one more J 's than L − 2 , we insert a corresponding element D in L + 1 and give
Finally, Step (18) gives the V-matrix ⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝
A B C D D D E A G C D J J E A G C D J L E F F H I I K K
⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ which can be verified to be connectivity-preserving to the second example of Fig. 3 .
Other algorithms for CGIMs
This section gives algorithms for CGIMs of smaller resolutions in Sect. 5.1, and for reconstructing meshes from compressed CGIMs in Sect. 5.2. We introduce the idea of CGIMs for treating closed genus-zero meshes in Section B of the supplementary material.
CGIMs with smaller resolutions
Compared with traditional GIMs, the greatest disadvantage of CGIMs is that they have blow-up resolutions to entirely preserve the connectivity of a mesh. Such a disadvantage decreases the efficiency of mesh compression using CGIMs. We shall propose a modified isomatrix phase for CGIMs of smaller resolutions (Algorithm 2). Compared with the isomatrix phase in Sect. 4.3, the modification consists of two aspects. One aspect comes from the observation that the column resolution of CGIMs is much greater than the row resolution (varying from one and a half times to two and a half times in our experiments), which drives us adjust the stratify phase to re-group the vertex-set to produce a smaller column resolution; the other is to check each row and each column of the V-matrix V M to see whether any row or any column of V M is removable (Algorithm 2, lines 31-40), i.e., whether
hold for some i, j, respectively, where M row i , M col j denote the level consisting of the i-th row, the j-th column of V M , respectively, and where the set on the left-hand-side represents the edge-set induced by the V-matrix removing the i-th row, or removing the j-th column of V M , respectively.
Let us explain the first aspect of the modification using 
, and gives a V-matrix of smaller size 4 × 4. The trick is to combine fewer vertices in the next level when the next level or current level contains vertices with too many neighbors in other levels, so that the column resolution of the V-matrix decreases.
Based on this observation, we modify the isomatrix phase by selecting a smaller number of vertices to combine with the last level for obtaining Q in Steps (6), (7) , which increases the row resolution and decreases the column resolution. Such an operation is given in lines 10-16 of Algorithm 2, where α is the threshold for controlling the extent for the novel grouping, 
has many neighbors in L i−1 (such as vertex F in the first example of Fig. 5 ), we only combine v with Fig. 5 i.e., when α is small, fewer new vertices are added in the next level (which increases the solution r 1 and accordingly decreases the column resolution r 2 ), and vice versa.
has many neighbors in Q c j (such as vertex A in the second example of

), we only combine v's first and last neighbors in
Q c j with L i−1 */ 13 if Q ∪ Q ≡ ∅ then 14 Q c j ← Q , Q ;(L + i , L − i+1 ) ← align2(L − i , L + i , L − i+1 ); 25 end 26 L * r1−1 ← L + r1−1 , L * r1 ← L − r1 ; 27 for i = r 1 − 2, r 1 − 3, . . . , 2, 1 do 28 (∼, L * i ) ← align2(L + i+1 , L − i+1 , L + i );
Reconstruction from compressed CGIMs
CGIMs consist of pixels, many of which share the same RGB values in order to maintain the connectivity of the mesh, whereas compressed CGIMs do not have such a property because of quantization errors over each pixel during lossy compression. Thus, to reconstruct meshes from compressed CGIMs, we add a cluster phase so that the pixels with similar values are re-evaluated with a common value, chosen to be the average of values of those pixels which are clustered in the same category.
Let M ∈ Z r 1 ×r 2 ×3 be a compressed CGIM array. We record x i + 1, y j + 1 as the number of different elements in the i-th row, the j-th column of the V-matrix, respectively (such numbers are the additional information we record during CGIM-based lossy compression of meshes), i = 1, . . . , r 1 , j = 1, . . . , r 2 . Then we compute the color distance metrics d row (i, j) between pixels (i, j) and (i, j + 1), i = 1, . . . , r 1 , j = 1, . . . , r 2 − 1, and the color distance metrics d col (i, j) between pixels (i, j) and (i + 1, j), i = 1, . . . , r 1 − 1, j = 1, . . . , r 2 . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r 1 , we put all the pixels of the i-th row into the category sequence I i,k , k = 1, . . . , x i + 1 as follows:
(i, 1), . . . , (i, j 1 ) Fig. 6 The cluster phase: after a CGIM array is compressed (column two), we cluster its pixels in rows to obtain a category sequence I i,t , i = 1, . . . , r 1 , t = 1, . . . , x i according to the color distance metrics d row (i, j) (column three), combine I i+1,t with some I i,k , 1 ≤ k ≤ x i according to the category distance metrics D(I i,k , I i+1,t ) (column four), re-evaluate each pixel using the mean value of pixels from the same category (column five), and finally reconstruct the mesh (column six)
where
Condition 1 indicates that two categories I i,k , I i+1,t share no common column index; Condition 2 indicates that I i,k , I i+1,t share common column indices but those indices are located on the boundary between two groups of similar-value pixels in columns. If I i,k , I i+1,t satisfy either of two conditions for all k, then I i+1,t is not combined with any categories; otherwise, we set k ← arg min k D(I i,k , I i+1,t ) and combine I i+1,t with I i,k , where D(I i,k , I i+1,t ) is given by the average of all color distance metrics in j-th column direction such that (i, j), (i + 1, j) belong to a common category J t, j . We illustrate the cluster phase in Fig. 6 and we give details in Section C of the supplementary material.
Mesh compression using CGIMs
This section gives experimental results of CGIM algorithms and results of CGIM-based mesh compression. We run all experiments on an i7-2600 3.4GHz machine with 16GB RAM using Matlab R2013a, and we use Algorithm 2 for the isomatrix phase, where the threshold parameters are taken as α = 5. We show the CGIMs, CNIMs (connectivitypreserving normal images, each pixel of which corresponds to the normal of an element in the V-matrix) and traditional GIMs, NIMs for a number of mesh models in Fig. 7 , including four open genus-zero meshes (cylinder, f ist, f ace, david) and two closed genus-zero meshes (bunny, venus). We show the comparisons of resolutions, file sizes and running time of CGIMs with respect to traditional GIMs in Table 1 . As we see, the file sizes of CGIMs of f oot, head, david, hand are greater, and the sizes of CGIMs of f ist, f ace are relatively small compared with the sizes of original models. The reason is that those models contain toes, fingers or other details and hence have large geometric distortions, while f ist, f ace both have lower distortions. Moreover, Table 1 shows that CGIMs have a much longer running time compared with traditional GIMs, especially for models with large sizes. This is because CGIMs spend much time on obtaining the Vmatrix connectivity-preserving to the mesh (Algorithm 2) and reconstructing meshes (the cluster phase). We admit the less efficiency of CGIMs as such two phases of CGIMs are unavoidable. We implement the lossy compression using CGIMs and traditional GIMs for six models: cylinder, f ist, david, f ace, bunny, venus. 6 For traditional GIMs, we choose two resolutions (256 × 256, 512 × 512 for cylinder and f ist as they have relatively smaller sizes; 512 × 512, 1024 × 1024 for the other four models) of 8-bit images with JPEG2000 as image codec, where the wavelet kernel is W9X7 and the wavelet transform level is five; for CGIMs, we choose JPEG2000 as image codec (with the same wavelet kernel and transform level) and the MBCIM as image codec, respectively. The MBCIM scheme was proposed for compressing compound images, many pixels of which share common values, which are close to CGIM arrays. The MBCIM scheme is introduced briefly in Section D of the supplementary material.
Qualitative results
We show mesh reconstructions from lossy compressed CGIMs in Fig. 8 . CGIMs recover the thumb part of the f ist model better than GIMs do; this is mainly because the parametrization puts the original vertices of the thumb into a smaller region and imposes an inadequate sampling over that region. Reconstructed meshes for GIMs look smooth in general, but fail in representing some details (e.g., cylinder's top and david's eyes); nevertheless, recon- structed meshes for CGIMs look coarse in lower target rates (e.g., bunny's ears).
Quantitative results
We show the PSNR curves in Fig. 9 , where the x axis represents file sizes given by setting different target rates (in JPEG2000) or different quantization parameters (in MBCIM), and the y-axis represents the PSNR values.
For cylinder, f ace, f ist, CGIMs achieve better than GIMs in the whole part of curve, which is mainly because those three models have small resolutions with respect to the original size of the mesh. In particular, f ist has a bad parametrization on its thumb part, leading to an insufficient sampling over that part and hence a bad reconstruction using GIMs. On the other hand, GIMs with resolutions 1,024×1,024 achieve better results for david, bunny, venus in the most part of curves, while CGIMs achieve better results when the compression rate tends to be lower. Moreover we see that CGIMs with MBCIM coding achieve better rate distortions than CGIMs with JPEG2000. Also, the rate distortions strongly depend on the resolutions of CGIMs: the smaller the resolutions are, the better rate distortions CGIMs achieve.
Therefore, reconstruction errors of CGIMs for lossy compression depends on the quantization errors of coordinates of vertices, incorrect cluster algorithms during reconstructions and the incorrect connectivity incurred by quantization errors and incorrect cluster algorithms; moreover, the PSNR depends on the three ingredients given above, as well as the CGIM resolutions.
Discussion Figure 8 implies that CGIMs have promising advantages in preserving details compared with traditional GIMs. The reason is that GIMs treat a mesh with a regular sampling over parametrized domain and hence incur a loss in high distortion parts (e.g., david's eyes), whereas CGIMs treat details and non-details of a mesh evenly as the elements of the V-matrix. Although the magnified details show that GIMs produce more compact grids in david's eyebrows than CGIMs do, what CGIMs show is close to the faithful geometry of the model. Moreover, with the same codec JPEG2000, CGIMs do not perform better PSNRs than GIMs, but CGIMs with MBCIM codec perform better PSNRs than CGIMs with JPEG2000. This is mainly because CGIMs usually have large resolutions compared with GIMs as we mentioned before, which increases the compressed file size for the same target rate during encoding. For large distortion models (david, bunny, venus), CGIMs do not have better PSNRs for small target rates, as the quantization error produces incorrect connectivity in the cluster algorithm. Such an error decreases and accordingly the PSNR increases when the target rate is larger. Also, MBCIM is more suitable than JPEG2000 for CGIM compression according to the experimental results. Yet, CGIMs give bad PSNRs for meshes with much larger distortion (see Fig. 10 , a failure example of hand), as those meshes have large resolutions of CGIMs and consequently the compressed file size is large for a given compression rate.
Conclusions
Advantages This paper proposes CGIMs, which represent genus-zero triangular meshes by embedding a mesh onto a rectangular array which preserves the connectivity of vertices with round-off errors on coordinates of vertices. Compared with traditional GIMs, the advantages of CGIMs mainly include:
(1) A minimum reconstruction error estimate with respect to the original mesh. (2) A highly precise reconstruction of detailed or large distortion parts of meshes during CGIM-based mesh compression. (3) A parametrization-free CGIM algorithm which avoids both solving a high-dimensional optimization problem and computing the coordinates of sampling points.
Limitations We conclude the limitations of CGIMs as follows.
(1) The greatest disadvantage of CGIMs is that CGIMs have much redundancy especially for meshes with large 20k bytes 39k bytes 79k bytes CGIM 1468x3048 GIM 1024x1024 Fig. 10 A failure example whose rate-distortion curve for CGIMs is lower than the one for GIMs. This is because of its large distortion (with five fingers) leading to blow-up resolutions of CGIMs, which needs higher compression rate than traditional GIMs under the same compressed data size distortion, which makes CGIMs need higher compression rate than traditional GIMs under the same limit of data size. This can be seen from Fig. 8 where CGIMs show less smoothness on the models f ace, venus. (2) CGIMs are less efficient than traditional GIMs. According to Table 1 , CGIMs spend much more time on obtaining the V-matrix and reconstructing meshes (the cluster phase) than traditional GIMs. (3) Unlike GIMs, traditional image codecs are not suitable for CGIMs because most pixels of CGIMs share the same value and such a structure brings much trouble during the reconstruction of lossy compression. To overcome this shortcoming, other image codec for CGIMs must be developed. (4) Under high compression rate, the cluster phase may result in incorrect connectivity of vertices or orientation of faces (see the dark face at the bottom of cylinder in row one, column two of Fig. 8 ), which destroys the connectivity-preserving property and limits the applications of CGIMs to lossy compression.
Future work In the future, we shall consider the following research problems regarding CGIMs.
(1) Developing multi-chart CGIMs. As the CGIM resolutions are large for representing an entire mesh, we shall consider first partitioning it into a collection of submeshes, each of which is represented by a CGIM with small resolutions, and then packing all sub-CGIMs into a single CGIM. (2) Developing appropriate codecs for CGIMs. Since
CGIMs have many smooth blocks as many pixels of CGIMs share a common value, it is rewarding to consider more efficient codec for CGIMs such as run-length coding.
(3) Applying CGIMs to hierarchical mesh compression. As restricting the entire connectivity of the mesh is limiting and incurs large redundancy, we shall consider GIMs which preserve the subregions (details, features or region of interest) of the mesh, and impose ROI codings for such GIMs for compression.
